Lateral somatotopic organization during imagined and prepared movements.
Motor imagery is a complex cognitive operation that requires memory retrieval, spatial attention, and possibly computations that are analogs of the physical movements being imagined. Likewise, motor preparation may or may not involve computations that are analogs of actual movements. To test whether motor imagery or motor preparation activate representations that are specific to the body part whose movement is imagined or prepared, participants performed, imagined, and prepared hand movements while undergoing functional MRI scanning. Actual hand movements activated components of the motor system including primary motor and somatosensory cortex, the supplementary motor area, the thalamus, and the cerebellum. All of these areas showed strong lateral organization, such that moving a given hand activated the contralateral cortex and ipsilateral cerebellum most strongly. During motor imagery and motor preparation, activity throughout the motor system was much reduced relative to overt movement. However, significant lateral organization was observed during both motor imagery and motor preparation in primary motor cortex, the supplementary motor area, and the thalamus. These results support the view that the subjective experience of imagined movement is accompanied by computations that are analogs of the physical movement that is imagined. They also suggest that in this regard motor imagery and motor preparation are similar.